PHOTOLUMINESCENT STAIR TREAD ILLUMINATION

Code: US978
This kit provides sufficient coverage for 24 stair treads with rigid PVC markers.

Code: US978V
This kit provides sufficient coverage for 24 stair treads with vinyl markers.

Stair Tread Illumination Markers in Power Failure Lighting Conditions

The obvious choice for professionals who are serious about safety.

NEW! Constructed from Jalite AAA photoluminescent material, the uniquely designed stair tread illumination marker provides essential identification to stair tread edges.

With the tragic events of 9/11 a revolution took place in emergency egress systems, with the prime objective of saving lives in the event of an emergency. Various photoluminescent designs were implemented throughout NYC to aid emergency egress, one of the most prominent being the stair tread illumination marker.

Escape staircases are unfamiliar territory to the majority of building occupants especially when plunged into darkness in an emergency blackout situation.

Photoluminescent technology can play a fundamental role in the evacuation process by strategically placing photoluminescent components of guidance. The stair tread illumination marker highlights one of the most important elements in staircase escape traffic... The stair tread edge!

Manufactured on Jalite AAA the superior photoluminescent material which boasts exceptional luminance performance... in excess of PSPA class C tested in accordance with DIN 67510 part 1. Jalite AAA also has the capacity to be energised at exceptionally low lighting conditions making Jalite AAA particularly suitable for staircase applications commonly associated with low lighting levels.

Designed in accordance with NYC RS6-1 using the latest photoluminescent technology the stair tread illumination marker provides excellent durability and comprehensibility characteristics.

The stair tread illumination marker gives the evacuee identification, direction and orientation both in normal and emergency lighting conditions.

The photoluminescent stair tread illumination marker is complete with adhesive backing, engineered specifically for floor mounted applications.

Easily applied to common substrates, simply ensure surfaces are clean, dry and free from grease, remove release paper align in the desired position and apply!